OFFICIAL VISIT BY ISABELLA AGBAJE

CAMERA CATEGORY WINNER OF THE INAUGURAL ROYAL OVER-SEAS LEAGUE PHOTOGRAPHY COMPETITION

On 16TH December 2019, His Excellency, George Adesola Oguntade CFR, CON High Commissioner of the Federal Republic of Nigeria to the United Kingdom and Northern Ireland received in audience, the camera category winner of the Royal Over-Seas League (ROSL) photography competition, Isabella Agbaje who hails from Nigeria. She is a self-taught photographer, using photography as a storytelling medium to showcase experiences of love and happiness in a complex society.
The image “Holding Hands” is simply a reflection; which presents unity using style and symmetry, fashion and friendship. Shot candidly on the streets of Lagos, Saliu and Emmanuel are on their way from evening Mass, dressed most fashionably in their Sunday’s best. The men in the Award Image are dressed in Aso-Ebi, which is a West African traditional style that depicts individuality and solidarity as two sides of the same coin.